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s part of my research, I am looking into to work, especially for piled fabric. This would
specific construction techniques used by logically make these larger looms less common
Florentine tailors of the r6th century, particular and would produce more costly materials.
the first half. The tailor of the Medici court,
during Eleanora's time was Mastro Agostino. (La
Moda a Firertze pz6)
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r. Gold damasks, gold and silver tabbies (double

T.Ttant T-/oryQt

We are fortunate to have two examples of
extant Florentine sottana (pett icoat I dress) from
the middle decades of the r6th century. One is a
red, velvet sottana trimmed with satin gards and
gold couching. This sottana was found on a
wooden effigy in Pisa and has been assumed to
belong to Eleanora d' Toledo (Figure 1, at left).
It has similar construction techniques to those
of her burial sottana which is in poorer
condition.
The second extant example is the burial
sottana of Eleanora di Toledo. This is also
discussed in La Moda a Firenze (Figure 2,
below). It shows decoration and spiral lacing at
the side back. A detailed picture of the placement
of the pieces of
this sottana can
also be found in

.'sided) (curtains and bedspreads) also woven
on looms 73 cm (r/4 braccia).
z. Satin (Eleanora's burial) - t tl+ braccia wide.
3.Velvets rrith z b;accia widths have survived.
4. L4ocm utde loom (t+gg) velvet was worked
in Florence.
La It{oda a Firenze also gives a listing of dates,
tlpes of outfit and lengths of materials used to
make them. Unfortunately the widths are not
mentioned but from the loom widths (above) for

r-arious materials, we have an idea of how much
\\-as used, for example:
p2o1 {tS+$: a sottana of velvet ('petticoat'
or rrhat Florentines called a sottana) made of t7

braccia approximately

1om today (assuming
anlthing fromTS cm to r4ocm wide).
p. 2o2 (tS+$ another sottana of velvet with
La Moda a onl]- 6 rlzbraccia of material used. This mayhave
Fire nze. The been as it used a wider loom width material (?)
burial sottana p 2o3: sottana co la coda (with a train) using
was also studied r8 braccia...
p 227i (tSSil sottana of velvet again usging
by Janet Arnold
in Patterns of approximately L7 bracci&. . .

Fashion.
There is also an
extant outfits owned by Cosimo Medici and Don
Garzia d'Medici. Both are discussed in Patterns
of Fashion. This gives us more information on
types of stitches used during this period.

a aff/rns

,

The braccia measurement appears to be
different, not only between Spain and Italy, but
also rrithin the Italian States. The Florentine
braccia, of the r6th century, is recorded as
;S.Bcm (La Moda a Firenze).

Looking at the layout of Eleanora's burial
sottana, itls very similar to those found in Juan
Alcega's Tailors Pattern Book. The burial sottana
clearly showS the pattern used (tS6z). This is
consistent with Juan Alcega's Tailor's Book,
suggesting that tailoring techniques used in the
middle of the r6th century were still relevant a
few decades later. Juan Alcega's Tailor's Book
also provides contemporary patterns for various

^irttcf/s onf slwin1
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This is one area in which research is very slow
and difficult to pinpoint specifically to the time,

region and specific items of clothing.
sumptions can be made based on

As

contemporary stitches used and well-established
tailoring methods.
A ver-r' good summary of documented and
published
stitches used in Florence (and Europe)
in
a
outfits. Possible patterns will be dealt
at the Sewing Stitches Used in
found
b1can
separate article.
htedieval Clothing web site. This site quotes
La Moda a Firenze has listings of loom widths examples of running stitch specifically used in
f,.mounf s onf
used in Florence. The usual width of material was Florentine clothing (which can be confirmed
-Iooms
wider than this are not in Patterns of Fashion)
58cm, but
plain
fabrics
for
such as satin, taffeta,
uncommon
fftotlriof utif
a.. LS75; Suit of Cosimo I de'Medici.
and possibly damask (La Moda a Firenze ,p rB4).
b.. Rau edge of silk on panes on trunk hose
Loom widths are recorded range from TBcm to
LL7 cm (z braccia - see Glossary). Wider loom turned under and held b1,'running stitches (and
widths made materials would be more difficult some hem stitchign) in z-ply silk (pp. 53-54),

"lififr ,f
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The s:: -:,1 is the nlore documented of the two,
suit of Don Garzia de Medici, t56z
hai---= :=,::;: described in detail in Janet
c.. Stab stitch, Suit of Cosimo I de'Medici.
d.. Row of stab stitches down center front Arr:i-,-:"s Fatierns of Fashion, and more recently
in La l.I:,Ja a Firenze. Both gowns were made in
about 1.5mm (tlt6") from edge (pp. 53-54.)
a -.in:.:-i.: lashion.

It

appears that the stiffening

Though not a sottar&, the r6th century (non- for ih; 'rrlr\\TrS u-as incorporated into the actual
Florentine) camicia found at the New York imbusr,: itself. This padding of theconsisted of

Metropolitan Museum has seams of four tarnc la1-ers:

,

a.. i:ppia: felt or feltedl worsted wool (?)
backstitching which are then over embroidered.
b.. i-,',-o Epes of cioth one stiffened other finer
(in-progress research project of Kathy Page, see
below). This shows that this stitch was also of San Gailo (iinen) or bottano (cotton)
c.. tnis thick lar-ering was then covered with
contemporarily used.
coperlura della doppia (silk or taffetta
La Moda a Firenze shows close up
usuallr- the same colour as the
of an extant camicia which appears to
petticoat. as used to cover the hem
have a decorative hem stitch - a pulled

stiffening. u'ith a few millimeters
risible and decoratively slashed) (La
IIoda a Firenze-,p 85,98).

thread technique (on the neck of
embroidered camicia dated mid r6th
century. There is embroidery over
these seams also. (Figure 3, &t right)

Traces of u'ool felt and linen were found in
the above extant garments.
both
Consfrucfion ffr.t$of,t
Cardboard \ras also suggested as a form of
La Moda a Firenze and Patterns of Fashion
both discuss the following found in the two stiffenirrg. being slipped into the imbusto. This
is also suggested in The Tudor Tailor which was
extant dresses available :
recentlr- published in N{arch, zoo6. This books
a.. Stiffening of imbusto.
deals rrith English clothing of the first half of
b.. stiffening the hem
the r6th centun-. This, method was also used in
c.. edging the imbusto and skirt hem
Spain (La }{oda a Firen ze , p B+-S). Eleanora di
d.. edging of skirt opening and lacing
e..

Toledo's familr- u-a{ Spanish so it is not

lining

surprising that this form of stiffening may have
been used in Florence at the time she was
In the first half of the r6th century, the Duchess. Cardboard \ras commonly used in
imbusto (bodice) of women's sottana had a more Florence for imbusto stiffening by the r65o's.
rounded shape. This could easil1, be achieved by
According to both La L{oda a Firenze and
layers of stiffening and had no need of corsetry.
By the 154o's, the imbusto u'as becoming more 'Patterns of Fashion, the hem of Eleanora di
rigid in shape. This would require some sort of Toledo's burial go\\TI had stiffening at the hem
to help hold it out. This \vas a band of wool felt
better support.
'peyres
of bodies' are recorded (or possibll- felted rvool?), covered by a satin
For England,
in Queen Elizabeth's Wardrobe Unlock'd. Much strip. This form of stifrening is also found in
speculation has been made about corded corsets the red r-elvet ertant sottana from Pisa,
and other forms of corsetrl' with regards to the discussed in La lt[oda a Firenze.
Patterns of Fashion states that the wool felt
first half of the r6th century Florence. More upto-date research on Florentine sottana can be is 3B-++ mm rride. It is interlined between the
found in La Moda a Firenze. This information is silk facing and the skirt itself.
based on Medici documents and Gardaroba
A common edging done by Mastro Agostino
(wardrobe listings), portraits and the few extant
was a'picidil- B?e' decoration. This was often
items of clothing available.
In Eleanora's Gardaroba, tfiere is no mention done with the lining of the imbusto. A very good
of 'payres of bodies' or corsets stiffened with example of this can be seen, on the edge of
either whalebone, bents or reeds which appear Eleanora di Toledo's zimarra (loose gown,
to be the most common form of stiffening used (Figur e 4, at right) in another Bronzino Portrait
for corsets of the time. There are'stays' or busto of Eleanora. There is also a line (vertically) in
de sotto recorded. However it appears that from the edge which may be a seam for this
Eleanora's stays were mainly of soft materials. edging piece. Other examples of this edging can
They were lined and interlined with linen. All be seen in various Florentine portraits:
a.. Eleanora and Her Son by Agnolo Bronzino
stays recorded for Eleanora were made of velvet.
However other stays had been recorded to be (Figure 5, below)
made of satin.
As previously mentioned, there are only two
known extant gowns from t6'h century Florence.
A red velvet sottana, with sleeves, from a wooden
statue in Pisa. (La Moda a Firenze, p 70 ) and
Eleanora's burial sottana (La Moda a Firenze)
pp 72, rc) and Patterns of Fashion, p toz-4) .
1.

Stiffening of bodice:

Orfutrice:
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z. Stiffening the hem

g. Edging the
imbusto and skirt
hem

4r
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b.. Agnolo Bronzino Portrait of a Little Girl
with a Book, 1545,
Agnolo Bronzino (Figure 6)
c.. Portrait of an Unknown Lady attrib. to
Bronzino, c.153o-32 (Figure Z)
d.. Portrait of Lucrezia Panciatichi r54o by
Agnolo Bronzino (Figure 8)
e.. Eleanora of Toledo 1542, by Agnolo
Bronzino (Figure 9)

approximately 25.4 x 2.2cmtopstitched in place (p ro+).

These examples show the edgings, mostly in
linings matching the main imbusto. Some could
be of contrasting lining however. This can be
seen in Portrait of an unknown Ladl' (Figur e 7,
second from top at left). The second example,
Portrait of a Little Girl with a Book (Figure 6,
top left), shows a possible diagonal slash to the
edging. This edging would be best done on the
bias to reduce fraying. Fraying can be seen on
the red sottana edging of the Portrait of Lucrezia
Panciatichi. (Figure B, at left)

5. Lining

It

appears

it

was

The side back edges ofthe bodice have lacing
eyeholes rvhich are staggered. This is a common

setup for spiral lacing, commonly used at this
time. (La Moda a Firenze).
Both La Moda a Firenze and Patterns of
Fashion(p56)suggestthatthehandsewneyelets
rvere worked over a metal ring for reinforcement.

The imbusto is usually lined with linen or silk
which is 'blindstitched'to the neckline (to allow
for the above edging). The edges of the lining are
.'turned under , then stitched by hem stitch or

modified running stitch. (See Archeological
sewing). It is not commonly'bagged' - stitched
and turned insidg out.

$[ossory

baragoni: puffy top of sleeves
bottano: cotton
ffi found on the skirt hem of Eleanora's braccia: length of measurement used in Italy
ffi-ffi burial sottana. Details can be found in and Spain. The length of the braccia appears to
fr-ffi,+.# Patterns of Fashion (p1o4). It was made be vary in different areas and possibly also in
from a B.B -1o.1 cm wide (matching) differing time periods. The Fiorentine braccia,
satin strip covering the 'wool felt' of the 16th century appears to be approximatley
ffi
interlining used to-stiffen the inside of 5B.Bcm.
the skirt hem. The lining or satin strip busto de sotto.' stays or bodies
Igr*roo*
'
was extended 3mm beyond the edge of camicia: chemise
i
the skirt. (Figure 10, left). The extended convercie; shoulder cape/hankerchief
t
with a reversible pattern
ffi n*n* piece was clipped t.5mm deep at 13mm damask: material
into
it.
woven
rvhich
is
La
Moda
a
F'irenze,
intervals.
ffierutr
This decorative edging was can also be doppia.' layers used to stiffen the imbusto
$$
*s
seen, in portraits, on the baragoni (panes faldaglia; skirts
at the top of the sleeves) in Bronzino's portrait Gardaroba: Italian wardrobe listingsof clothing
of Laudomia de' Medici,tr56o - 65. (Figure 11, at gorgtere (e colletti): partlets
imbusto: bodice
left).
It was not exclusive tb women's clothing of Piccadil: edging for colIar, hem or front
the time. The extant burial outfit of Cosimo opening, often snipped
d'Medici (rS7il has the same decorative edging San Gallo: form of linen
on the collar, front opening and cuffs. This outfit sottana.' pettiocoat. The petticoat was originally
is discussed in more detail, in Patterns of the underdress but was later worn on its owlt.
Fashion (p 55,56). In the case of the front tabby: plain weave fabric
opening and cuffs, the decoration is on the edge zimarra.' loose overgown, typically with 'frogs'
of a satin facing (3.zcm wide strip), separate
from the lining. The extant garment of Don
ootllto1royiy,
Garzia de Medici (tS 6z) also shows the same
decorative edging on the cuffs.
Above, top to bottom:
Figs 6 - 11.

Books:

Approximately 21-z8mm above the hem Alcega, Juan. The Tailor's Pattern Book, 1589
garding, orr Eleanora's burial sottana, is a pin- Facimile, Ruth Bean, Carlton, Bedford, Lg7g.
tuck decoration running around the hem. This
is r3mm in depth. (Patterns of Fashion, p 1o4).
This is also seen in the red velvet sottana from
Pisa (La Moda a FirerLze, pB6). Such a pin-tuck
decoration can also be seen in other portraits of
Italian orgin as early as LSLT (Susana and the
Elders by Lotto) and other portraits in the 153os.
This pleat *uy also help to stiffen the hem.

Arnold, Janet Patterns of Fashion, MacMillan,
London, 1985. ISBN: o-333-3BzB 4-6

Arnold Janet, Queen Elizabeth's Wardrobe
Unlock'd, Maney, Leeds, 1988, ISBN:o-goL2B62C,-6

Kovesi Killerby, Catherine, Sumptuary Law in
12oo-15oo, Oxford University Press. NY.
provides
Italy
the
only
Fashion
Patterns
of
Edging
of
skirt
4.
opening and lacings evidence I have found so far, or how the side- 20 o 2. IS BN : o-19- 9247 93-5
back skirt openings were edged and finished. The
two slits were faced with silk bias strips, Crowfoot E, Pritchard F & Staniland K, Textiles
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and Clothing 115o-145o, Boydell

Press, wa\'\r. myl adyswardrob e. co m
Woodridge, 2oot (ed) ISBN: o-B5rr5-84 o-4
Other:
Information provided by caitlin_oduibhir,
Frick, Carole Collier. Dressing Renaissance
Florence: Families Fortunes & Clothing. John who has seen the Metropolitan Museum's extant
Hopkins University Press. Baltimore. 2oo2. drarvers first hand (thanks).
Details regarding the "Trousseau of a Sicilian
ISBN: o-Bo18-6999-0
Bride" collection at the Metropolitan Museum
Mikhaila, Ninya & Malcolm-Davies Jane. The of Nerv York, Costume Institute is currently an
Tudor Tailor. BT Batsford Ltd. London. 2006. in-progress research project of Kathy Page. The
information presented here are current working
ISBN: o TL34 B9BS S
Orsi Landini, Roberta & Niccoli, Bruna. La Moda
a Firenze LS4o-1SBo.

theories of hers at the time of discussion
(October 3, zoo6), based on available
information at that time. This information is

bound by US copyright and publication laws, and
Pagliai Polistampa, Firenze, 2oo5. ISBN: BB- as of 1'et cannot be fully published on the
internet. Any questions about the details
83o+- 86Z-g

presented here on the collection or its
provenance can b e directed to her at
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interest to do (norv patten making)... She is
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'Baronial Rapier Llarshal in years passed (now
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Archive of Stitches from Extant Textiles. Canton A&S Officer and Kingdom Arts and Science
Minister of Lochac. She is a member of the College
www.bayrose.org
of Scribes (Journeyman), the Painters and
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for Elizabethan Garments

by Drae Leed. http : I I costume.d"rn.net/
yardages.html* {zg / S I og)

Optometrist, rrho met a handsome young man and
got married. has a S Ll 2 year old daughter and still
does not har-e enough time for all of her interests!
Contact details: katdb@bigpond.net.au
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